Interaction of growth factors during progression towards steroid independence in T-47-D human breast cancer cells.
When deprived of steroid in the long term, T-47-D human breast cancer cells lose estrogen sensitivity of cell growth. This loss of response results from an increased basal growth rate in the absence of steroid, not from a loss of estrogen-stimulated growth, and it occurs without any loss of estrogen receptor number or function. Growth factor gene expression and sensitivity have been investigated in this model system in an attempt to unravel the molecular mechanisms underlying the progression to steroid autonomy. The transition was accompanied by a decreased dependence on added serum and by a loss of the stimulatory effects of insulin and basic fibroblast growth factor, but also by an acquired sensitivity to stimulation by transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-beta). An increase in TGF-beta 1 mRNA was detected following loss of steroid sensitivity. There was no increase in epidermal growth factor (EGF) receptor number. These findings are discussed in relation to current knowledge concerning the mechanisms by which estrogens stimulate breast cancer cell proliferation.